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RATIONAL FIBRATIONS IN DIFFERENTIAL
HOMOLOGICAL ALGEBRA

ANICETO MURILLO

Abstract. In this paper, a result of [6] is generalized as follows: Given a

fibration F —> E —► B of simply connected spaces in which either, the fibre

has finite dimensional rational cohomology, or, it has finite dimensional rational

homotopy and p induces a surjection in rational homotopy, we construct an

explicit isomorphism,

ç>:Extc.(5jQ)(Q,C*(B;Q))®Extc.(f;Q)(Q,C*(F;Q))

*Extc.(£;Q)(Q,C*(£;Q)).

This is deduced from its "algebraic translation," a more general result in the

environment of graded differential homological algebra.

Introduction

For 1-connected topological spaces S, Extc» (s ; k) (K, C*(S; K)) turns out to

be a nice homotopy invariant whose study was developed from the analogous

concept in local algebra, Ext/{(K, R) for a local commutative ring R [2], This

invariant can be thought as the reduced homology of a "virtual Spivak fibre"

and is a key notion in the establishment of interesting results on others, more

classical, homotopy invariants [6].

Given a fibration F —> E —> B of simply connected spaces in which

H*(B;Q) has finite type (i.e., it is finite dimensional in each degree) and

H*(F; Q) is finite dimensional, a result of Y. Felix, S. Halperin and J. C.
Thomas [6, Theorem 4.3] asserts that

Extc.(F;Q)(Q, C*(F; Q))êExtc.{B,Q)(Q, C*(B;Q))

= Extc.(£;Q)(Q,C*(£;Q)).

This statement was proved via duality and, since it is the result of composing

several isomorphisms, it is not easy to work with to develop explicit applications.

The purpose of this paper is to generalize this result and give a natural and

explicit way of constructing this isomorphism. We begin by stating two algebraic

facts (see §1 for notation and definitions):

1. Let R be a DGA and let M, N, U be Ä-modules. Define a natural map,

y: Ex\R(M, N) ® ExlR(U, M) -» ExtR(f7, N),
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as follows: choose semifree resolutions P ^* M and Q ^+ U of M and U

respectively and let f:Q —> M, g:P^>N represent [f] G ExtR(U, M) and
[g] G ExtR(M, N). Then, define

V([g]®[f)) = [g°f],
in which / is the homotopy lifting of f to P :

P

2. On the other hand, given a sequence of DGA morphisms, R —> S —> T,

there are two natural transformations, defined in the classical way:

r¡: ExXR(-, -) -» Ext5(- ®* S ; - ®Ä S),        i/: Extr(- , -) - Exts(- , -).

Next, we combine 1 and 2 as follows: Let A —> (A ® AT, i/) —» (AT, <i)
be a KS-extension of the commutative differential graded algebra (CDGA) A

defined over a field K of characteristic zero. Given an ^-module N and a

(AT, i/)-module U, we define a map

<p:ExtA(K, N)®ExtAY(U, AY) -» Ext¿®Ay(C/, JV® AT)

by ?(££„ «i ® ß) = ES* VM«/) ® *(ft)) •
Observe that ç> is well defined. In fact, by definition of semicomplete tensor

product (see § 1 for notation and definitions), the degree of /?, is bounded above,

so is the degree of v(ß{). Therefore, since (AT, d) is positively graded, given

P ■=♦ U a semifree resolution of U, f¡:P —► (AT, d) representing i>(/?,■) and

O G P, there is only a finite number of i for which f¡(<b) ̂  0.

Our aim is to prove

Theorem A. Let (A <g> AT, d) be a KS-extension of the connected CDGA A.

Let N be an A-module and let U = U-r be a (AY, d)-module of finite type

for some r g Z. If H*(AY, d) is finite dimensional, then

ç^Ext^K, N)®ExtAY(U, AY) 3 Ext^Ay(<7, N ® AT)

is an isomorphism. '

We prove that there is another set of conditions which makes tp an isomor-

phism:

For any minimal KS-extension (A <8> AT, d) in which A or (AT, d) is

1-connected and H*(AY,d) has finite type, there is another KS-extension

(AX, d) -» (AX ® AY, d) -* (AY, d) and "quisms" (morphisms inducing

cohomology isomorphisms) a and y , such that the diagram

A       -►   (A®AY,d)   ->(AY,d)

(AX,d) -> (AX®AY,d) —^ (AY, d)

1 In this case and as we shall prove

Ext^K, rV)(8>ExtAK({/, AY) 3S Ext^K, N)®ExlAY(U, AT).
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commutes, and (AX, d) is the minimal model of A [7, §6]. If (AX®AY, d) is
minimal, we shall say that (A® AY, d) is a intrinsic KS-extension [9, Definition
4.13].

Then, we prove

Theorem B. Let (A x AY, d) be an intrinsic KS-extension and let N = N-r be

an A-module. If Y is finite dimensional, then

r-Extz(Q, N) ® ExtAy(Q, AT) 5 Ext^Ar(Q, N® AY)

is an isomorphism. 2

Now, given a fibration F —> E -A E of simply connected spaces, we can

consider its associated sequence of differential forms A(B) —> A(E) —► A(F),

[12] or [8, Chapter 20]. A classical result on Sullivan's theory of minimal models

[9, §4] asserts the existence of a KS-extension A(B) —> (A(B) ® AT, d) —►

(AT, d) and quisms <f> and a, such that the following diagram commutes:

A(B) -► A(E) -►     A(F)

A(B) --► (A(B)®AY,d) -> (AY,d)

This KS-extension is intrinsic if and only if n*(p) ® Q is surjective [9, §4].

It is also known [3, Chapter 11] that the vector space Y can be identified to the

rational homotopy of the fibre, n»(F) ® Q. On the other hand, for any space

S, the DGAs A(S) and C*(S; Q) have the same weak homotopy type.
Considering these facts, and applying Theorems A and B to the KS-extension

A(B) -» (A(B) ®AY,d)^ (AY, d), we deduce

Theorem C. Let F —> E -A B be a fibration of simply connected spaces in which

B has finite Q-type, and where either (i) H*(F;Q) is finite dimensional or (ii)

n,(F)®Q is finite dimensional and n*(p)®Q is surjective. Then, there exists
an isomorphism

<p:Extc*{B;Q)(Q,C*(B;Q))®Extc.{F;Q)(Q,C*(F;Q))

^Extc.(£;Q)(Q,C*(£;Q)).

Example. Consider the fibration

Q(S3) -> * -* S\

A model for this map is given by

(Ax,0)-> (A(x,y),d) ^ (Ay,0),

where x has degree 3, y has degree 2 and dy = x .

On the other hand ExtAx(Q, Ax) and ExtAy(Q, Ay) are 1-dimensional vec-

tor spaces [6, §3] and basis for such spaces are represented respectively by the

morphisms

g:(A(x,x),d)^(Ax,0),    g(l)=x,    g(x") = 0,        n>l(dx = x),

f:(A(y,y),d)^(Ay,0),    /(1) = 0,    f(y) = l       (dy = y).

2 Observe that via [6, §3] and since Y is finite dimensional, (Ay, d) is Gorenstein, i.e.,

ExtAy(K, AY) is a one dimensional K-vector space. Hence the semicomplete tensor product

coincides with the classical one.
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A short computation shows that in this case (p = 0, even though (see [6, §3]),

ExWQ, Ax) ® ExtA/Q, Ay) = ExtA(x,y)(Q, A(x, y)) 9t Q.

Observe that in this example the rational cohomology of the fiber is not

finite dimensional and, although the rational homotopy of the fibre is finite

dimensional, this fibration is not intrinsic, i.e. it does not induce a surjection in

homotopy.
This paper is organized as follows: In the next section we give notation,

definitions and some basic facts. §2 is devoted to the proof of Theorem A; in

§3, we shall prove Theorem B. We finish with a remark where we give a slight

generalization of Theorems A and B.

This paper is part of my thesis, carried out under the supervision of Professor

Stephen Halperin of the University of Toronto whom I would like to express

my gratitude for his infinite patience and help.

Also, I would like to thank the referee for his helpful comments.

1. Algebraic preliminaries

For definitions and basic facts from Sullivan's theory of minimal models and

its connection with rational homotopy theory, standard references are [12, 8

and 5]. The notation we shall use is the one in [8] or [5] where a very good and

brief algebraic summary can be found.

We shall work over a field K of characteristic 0 unless explicitly stated oth-

erwise. In a graded object, the degree of an element x will be denoted by

\x\.
Given two differential graded vector spaces V and W, we define their com-

plete tensor product V® W as follows:

(V® wy = Ylj(V' ® WP-'),        (i/O), = dv%-\ + dw<&,,

o = {$,-} g (v®wy.

Observe that an element O G (V® W)p can be written as

oo

<I> =    ]P   Vi® Wj,
/'=—oo

where \v¡\ + \w¡\ = p, \v¡\ < \vi+í\, and for each q g Z the set {v¿, \v¡\ = q]
is finite. Also we can define the semicomplete tensor product V® W as the sub-

space of V® W of the elements <t>, in the form just described, satisfying: O =

¿í„„ v¡ ® w>. for some %EZ. In both cases, H(V® W) = H(V)® H(W),

H(V®W) = H(V)®H(W).
Observe that the semicomplete tensor product is not a symmetric object:

V®W is not isomorphic to W® V\
A KS-extension of a CDGA (commutative differential graded algebra) A is

a CDGA (A® AX, d) where AX is the free commutative graded algebra over

the graded vector space X, satisfying:

(i) The inclusion id^ ® 1 : A —> (A ® AX, d) is a morphism of CDGAs.
(ii)   X admits a well-ordered basis {xa} such that dxa G AX<a .

We usually write a KS-extension as a sequence

A^(A®AX,d)^(AX,d),
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with p:A® AX -> A ® AX/A+ ® AX = (AX, d), the projection.
If dX c A+® AX+ ~K® A-2X we shall say that the KS-extension is minimal.
A KS-complex (resp. minimal KS-complex) is a KS-extension (resp. minimal

KS-extension of K.

Given a space S and its associated CDGA consisting of the polynomials

forms on S, A(S) [12, §7], the minimal model of S is a minimal KS-complex

(AX, d) together with a morphism y: (AX, d) -=v A(S), inducing homology

isomorphism. Any space S admits a minimal model unique up to isomorphism

[8, Chapter 6].
With respect to basic facts we need in the context of differential homological

algebra, introduced by Eilenberg and J. C. Moore [11], we shall follow literally

the approach in [6, Appendix] or [1]:

1.1. Definition [6, A.2]. Let A be a DGA and let M be an ^4-module.
(i) M is A-semifree if there exists a filtration of /1-submodules 0 = F_x c

Fo c Fi C ••• such that M = (JjFj and for each i, F,/Fi+1 is ^*-free on
a basis of cycles. If the differential in K ®A M = 0 we shall say that M is
minimal.

(ii) A quism of ^-modules P =* M is called a semifree resolution (resp.

minimal resolution) of M if P is semifree (resp. minimal and semifree).

1.2. Example. Let y:A—>B be a morphism of augmented c-connected CDGAs.

Observe that a Sullivan model for y, y.(A® AX, d) ■=+ B, is a semifree res-

olution of B (as ^4-modules) [6, A.9]. In particular, a Sullivan model of the

augmentation A —> (K, 0), (A ® AX, d) ^ (K, 0), is a semifree resolution of

K. We shall say that (A ® AX, d) is an acyclic closure of A .

1.3. Proposition [6, A.3]. (i) Any A module M, has semifree resolutions and,

if A is 1 -connected and M = M-r, M has minimal resolutions.

(ii) Given a diagram of A-modules

Q

f M
where P is semifree and g is a quism, there exists a homomorphism h.P-^Q,

unique up to homotopy, such that goh ~ /. In particular, H(g)oH(h) = H(f).

Let  M, N, P  be  ^-modules.    Define a morphism of differential vector

spaces,

V.HomA(M, N)®P -> Horn^M, N®P)

by
(oo \ oo

£ f>®Pi) (m)=  £ (-l)M^f(m)®Pi,
('= —OO / l'= —oo

with ¿ZZ-oof>®P' e Hom¿(M, N)®P and me M.
Then we have

1.4. Proposition. If M* is A#-free and P or M has finite type,

y/: Hom^Af, N)® P 4 Hom^AT, N® P)

is an isomorphism.
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Proof. First, it is easy to check that in fact y/ commutes with the differentials

so it is a map of differential vector spaces.

Next, observe that since M* is /l#-free, it is of the form,

M* = A* ® V

for some vector space V . Then, as vector spaces, we have

[HomA(M, N)®P]S = YliiHom^iM, N) ® P')

= n^Hon^-'^ ® V, N) ® Pl)

= ni(Hom^'(F, N)®Pl)

= n;,7(HomK(^, Ns+j-¡) ® P')

S n/.jHomKÍ^', Ns+j-1 ® P')

= n;-HomK(^ , ni(Ns+j-i ® /»'))

= n;HomK(^', (N®P)s+j)

= Hom¿(F, N®P) = HomsA(M, N®P).

Now, it is a straightforward computation to prove that this chain of isomor-

phisms coincides with \¡i .   D

1.5. Definition [6, A.2]. Let M, N be /1-modules and P =* M a semifree
resolution. Define Ext^Af, N) = H(HomA(P, N)).

1.6. Remarks. (1) This definition is independent of the particular resolution

chosen because of Proposition 1.3.

(2) ExtA(M, A^) is a covariant functor in N and contravariant in the vari-

ables A and M.
(3) Moreover, if tp:A ■=► B is a quism of DGAs, M and N ^-modules, M'

and N' ß-modules and f:M =* M', g:N=>N' are quisms of ^4-modules

(M', N' regarded as ^-modules via q>), we have the following natural isomor-

phisms,

ExtA(M, N) -^ ExtA(M, N') ¿^- ExtA(M', N') ^- ExtB(M', N').

More explicitly, if P ^ M is a semifree resolution,

a:H(HomA(P, N)) * H(HomA(P, N')),        a[h] = [goh].

On the other hand, note that P -=> M -=> M' is a semifree resolution of M' as

,4-modules and thus, ß can be regarded as the identity in H(KomA(P, N')).

Finally, consider P' =* M' a semifree resolution of M' as 5-module (which

is also a quism of /4-modules!) and apply Proposition 1.3 to get the following

homotopy commutative diagram of /1-modules:

P ^-^ M'.

3 Either,  V> or P'  is finite dimensional.
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Then,

y: H(HomB(P', N')) Z H(HomA(P, N')),        y[h] = [h o r,].

2.   tp  AT THE  Hom  LEVEL

This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem A, so from now on, fix a

KS-extension A -> (A® AY, d) -» (AT, d), an ^-module N and a (AT, d)-
module U = U-r, for some r e Z. Also, choose an ^-semifree resolution of

K, (A® AX, d) -^ K, given by Example 1.2, and a (AT, ú?)-semifree resolution

of U, M =* U. Observe that, since U = U-r, M can be also chosen bounded

below.

2.1. Lemma. The inclusion,

i:HomA(A ® AX, N)®HomAY(M, AY)

^HomA(A®AX, N)®HomAY(M, AY)

is a quism.

Proof. Let n be an integer such that H>n(AY, d) = 0. Consider the finite

dimensional CDGA, B = (AY,d)/I, where / = (AY)>n © J, with J a com-
plement of the cocycles in degree n . Clearly, I is acyclic so the projection

AT ^ B is a quism.
Next, consider the diagram

Horn4(,l(g>A.Y, 7V)o3>HomAy(M, Ay) ¿> Hom^ [A <g> AX, N)®Hom.KY(M, AY)

HomA(A ® AX, N)® HomAy(A/, B) ¿+ Hom^(^ ® AX, N) ® HomAY{M, B)

Observe that because M is semifree, the vertical arrows are quisms. Also,
since B is finite dimensional and M = M-r, [HomAY(M, B)]>n~r = 0.

Hence,

Hom^ ® AX, N)® HomAy (M, B) = HomA(A ® AX, N)® HomAY(M, B),

and j is the identity. Therefore, / is a quism.   □

Next, consider the CDGA (A®AX, d)®A(A®AY, d) = (A® AX® AY, d).

Since A(A®AX,d) is acyclic, the projection p:(A®AX®AY,d)^*(AY,d)

is a quism, so there exists a section a: (AY, d) =* (A® AX ® AY, d) of p,

which is also a quism.

Observe that, since

HomA(A ®AX,N®A(A® AT)) = HomA(A ® AX, N® AT)

has structures of (A ® AX, d)- and (A ® AT, ú^-modules, it is also a (A ®

AX ® AT, t/)-module and therefore we can regard it as (AT, d)-moàule via

the section a.
On the other hand, a homomorphism g G HomA(A ® AX, A) can be iden-

tified to g e HomA(A ® AX, N ® AY) by g(*¥) = gQ¥)® \.
Then, the key fact in the proof of Theorem A is the following lemma:
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2.2. Lemma. A quism of (AY, d)-modules,

a:AY®HomA(A®AX, N) 4 HomA(A ® AX, A® AT),

is given by a(<& ® g) = O • g.

Proof. Since A is 1-connected, by Proposition 1.3.(i), we can build a minimal

resolution of (A ® AY, d), y/: P ■=+ (A ® AY, d). The procedure to get such a

resolution is similar to the construction of the minimal model of a CDGA, that

is to say, we build a graded vector space V, a differential d in A ® V which

extends the one in A, and a quism y/: (A® V, d) -^ (A® AY, d), such that the

differential induced by d in K ®A (A ® V) is zero. Then, y/ induces a quism

(K®A(A®V),0)^(V,0)^(AY,d).

Therefore for certain differential d, P — (A® H(AY), d).

Write AT = C © dC © H where dH = 0. Then, an ^4-linear isomorphism

y: A ® (C © dC © H) % (A ® AY, d)

is given by y(c) - c, y(dc) = dc, y(h) = h . Since C © <iC is acyclic, the

projection

n: (A ® (C ®dC © H), d) => (A ® //(AT), d)

is a quism. Consider the quism <f> — n o y~l and observe that, given a O

cycle of degree p in (AT, d), y~'(<I>) = y_1(ä?t- + h) = dc + h + *F, with
V G A ® (AY)<p . Therefore,

(1) 4>(a ® <D) = a ® [<D] + Q,        Q g /I ® H<P(AY).

Now, since </> is a quism of ,4-semifree modules,

l®(p:N®AY = N®A(A® AY) ^ N®A(A® //(AT)) = N ® //(AT)

is a quism of /1-modules. Therefore, since A ® AX is ^-semifree, it induces a

quism

(2) Hom,^ ® AX, N ® AT) -^ Hom^ ® AX, A ® //(AT)).

Composing (2) with a and the quism HomA(A ® AX, N) ® H (AY) =>

HomA(A ® AX, A) ® AY we have

Hom^(^ ® AX, N) ® //(AT) S Hom^(yí (g> AX, N) ® AY

(3) ^ HomA(A ® AX, N ® AY)

* HomA(A ®AX,N® //(AT)).

To show that a is a quism it is sufficient to prove that (3) is an isomor-

phism. On the other hand, since H*(AY, d) is finite dimensional, we have an

isomorphism of graded vector spaces

(4) Hom^ ® AX, N ® //(AT)) S HomA(A ® AX, N) ® //(AT).

Composing (3) and (4), we get a morphism a,

ä: HomA(A ® AX, N) ® H (AY) — HomA(A ® AX, N) ® //(AT).
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Finally, in view of equation (1), a maps f ® <b to f ® Q> + £1, Q G
HomA(A®AX, N) ® H<p(AY) , p = |«D|, and hence, since H*(AY) is finite
dimensional, is an isomorphism.

Therefore, (3) is an isomorphism and then, a is a quism.    D

Proof of Theorem A. The inclusion i of Lemma 2.1 composed with the isomor-

phism ß of Proposition 1.5, gives a quism

ß o i:UomA(A ® AX, N)®HomAY(M, AY)

^HomAY(M,AY®HomA(A®AX, N)).

Explicitly, [(ß o !)(££, ft ® ¿)](m) = ZZ0(-1)M ^fi(m) ® gi.
Since \fi\ —► -co as i —> oo, we have f(m) e (A® AX)<0 = 0, for i large.

This shows that ß o / factors as

HomA{A®AX, N)®HomAY(M, AY)      ß°'   <   HomAY(M, AY®HomA{A® AX, N))

X7=HomAy (M, y)

HomAr (M, AY ® Hom^ ® AX, N))

where

y: AY ® Hom„(,4 ® AX, N) <^ AY®HomA(A ®AX,N)

is the canonical inclusion and, since //(AT, d) is finite dimensional, is a quism.

Hence, because M is AT-semifree, y is also a quism so is ß . For the same

reason, a of Lemma 2.2 induces a quism à = HomAy(Af, a).

Therefore, we have the following chain of quisms:

Hom^t^® AX, N)®HomAY(M, AY)

-^ HomAY(M, AY ®UomA(A ® AX, N))

(5) ^HomAY(M,UomA(A®AX, N®AY))

^ HomAy(A/, Hom^Avi^l ® AX ® AY, N ® AT))

-^ HommAY(A ® AX ® AY ®AY M, N® AY)

Since M is AT-semifree, the projection (A ® AX ® AY, d) 3 (AY, d)

induces a quism of (A®AY, ^-modules A®AX®AY®AYM -^ AY®AYM =

M. This map composed with M ■=+ U gives a A® AT-semifree resolution of

U . Hence, the sequence (5) induces an isomorphism:

Ext„(K, N)®ExtAY(U, AY)^ExtA®AY(U, N ® AY).

Finally, it is a straightforward computation to see that this isomorphism is

the map y> of the theorem.   D

2.3. Remark. In the case that (A ® AT, d) = A ® (AY, d) is a trivial KS-
extension and N =_N~S, for some s eZ, Theorem A also holds even without

assuming H*(AY, d) finite dimensional.

In fact, in this special case, N ® (AY, d) = N®(AY, d), and so, by Propo-
sition 1.4,

ATêHom,, (/I® AX, N) ^ HomA(A ® AX, A® AT).
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Again, the composition,

Í^Hom^® AX, N)®HomAY(M, AY)

^HomAy(A/, AY®HomA(A®AX, A))

^HomAy(A/,Hom/4(/i®AX, A® AT))

■^ HomAy(M, Hom^Ay(^ ® AX ® AY, N ® AT))

^ HomA®AY(A ® AX ® AY ®AY M, N ® AY),

induces in homology the map y> of Theorem A and therefore, it is an isomor-

phism.

3. Associativity of cp

Theorem B will be established once we prove

3.1. Theorem. Let (AX, d) -> (AX ® AY, d) -> (AT, d) be a minimal KS-
extension of the minimal KS-complex (AX, d) in which (AX®AY,d) is also

minimal. Let N — N-r bean (AX, d)-module for some reZ. If Y is finite

dimensional, then

9>:ExtAX(Q, A)®ExtAy(Q, AT) ^ ExtA^Ay(Q, N® AT)

is an isomorphism.

For that, we need the following result.

3.2. Proposition. Let (AX, d) be a I-connected KS-complex of finite type and

let *F G A-2X be a decomposable cycle.  Then, there exists a KS-extension of

(AX, d), (AX, d) -» (AX ® AT, d) -► (AT, d) such that:

(i)   T is finite dimensional and oddly graded.

(ii) In  (AX ® AY, d),  *P is a boundary, that is to say, for some O G

AX®AT, ¥ = ¿<D.

Proof. Let |*F| — n + 1. Consider the projection of (AX, d) onto its space of

odd indécomposables

7r:(AX,úí)-+(K©Xodd,0).

Then take the minimal model for n :

(AX, d) -► (AX ® AY', d) -► (AT', d)

(K © Xodd, 0)

Next, we consider the linear part d\'.Y' —* X of the differential d in AX®AT'.
If d\(y) i1 0> tnen ^i(J') belongs to Xeven and the degree of y is odd. If

d\(y) = 0, then y defines an element in the minimal model of (K © Xodd, 0)

and therefore the degree of y is also odd.

On the other hand, since q> is a quism, there exists an element <ï> G AX® AT'

such that d<S> = »P.
To finish define T = Y'& .   O
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We also need to prove, and this is the key fact in the proof of Theorem 3.1,

that (p is "associative": Consider KS-extensions, A —> (,4®AT, d) —> (AT, d),

A -* (A ® AZ , d) -» (AZ , d) of the connected CDGA A. Let N be an A-
module. Then, we have

3.3. Proposition. The following diagram commutes:

Ext^K, /V)®ExtAy(K, Ay)<g>ExtAZ(K, AZ)      y®'   . Ext^^R, N® AY) ® ExtAZ(K, AZ)

Ext^AZ(K,/v®AZ)®ExtAy(K,Ay)        -v—^       Ext^Ar8AZ(K, N ® AY ® AZ)

Notes. ( 1 ) In this case, <p is the restriction to the classical tensor product.

(2) By the left vertical arrow we mean

ExLi(K, A) <8> ExtAy(K, AT) ® ExtAZ(K, AZ)

s Ext^K, A) ® ExtAZ(K, AZ) ® ExtAy(K, AT)

^ Ext^AZ(K, A ® AZ) ® ExtAy(K, AT).

Proof. Consider a Sullivan model of the projection (A®AY®AZ , d) -* (K, 0),

(,4®AX®AT®AT®AZ®AZ,¿0^ (K,0),

which constitutes a (A ® AY® AZ, rf)-semifree resolution of (K, 0). Observe

that, for example, (AT® AT, d), (A® AX® AT, d) are resolution of (K, 0)

and (AT, d) as (AT, rf)-and (^ ® AT, i/)-modules respectively.

Choosing those particular resolutions, it is a straightforward computation to

show that the diagram above commutes.   D

Proof of Theorem 3.1. We shall proceed by induction on n — dim T.

Suppose first n = 1. Then (AT, d) = (Ay, 0). If \y\ is odd H*(AY) is
finite dimensional so we apply Theorem A and therefore <p is an isomorphism.

Suppose \y\ even. Then, by Proposition 3.2, there exists a KS-extension

(AX ® AZ , d) such that Z is finite dimensional and oddly graded, and dy =
dQ> for some 3> G AX®AZ. Then, we "redefine" y by u-Q> in A®AZ®Ay

to get an isomorphism

( 1 ) (AX ® AZ ® Ay, d) s (AX ® AZ , d) ® (Ay, 0).

Now, apply Proposition 3.3 to the KS-extensions (AX ® AZ, d) and

(AX ® Ay, d) to obtain the following diagram:

ExtAX(K, N)®ExtAy(K, Ay) <g> ExtAZ(K, AZ) _?®]_ ErtM8A,(K, N® Ay) ® ExtAZ(K, AZ)

E«Ar8A2(K, N ® AZ) <g> ExtAy(K, Ay)        -v—*       ExtA;TOAZ0Av(K, N ® AZ ® Ay).

Since Z is oddly graded, H*(AZ) is finite dimensional. Hence, by Theorem

A, the two vertical arrows are isomorphisms. On the other hand, considering

(1) and Remark 2.3, the bottom map is also an isomorphism and therefore,

q>: ExtA.y(K, N) ® ExtAy(K, Ay) =* ExtAX(8Ay(K, A ® Ay)

is an isomorphism.
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Let dim Y = n and suppose that our assertion is true for dim Y < n — 1.

Write (AT, d) = (A(yq , ... ,yn), d) and choose a model for the projection

(A(yi,...,yn),d)^(K,0) of the form

(ACv,, ... ,y„, y,, ... ,yH),d)=> (K,0),

with dfj = y¡ + Q,, we AT<¡ ® AT<,. Note that the KS-complexes

(AT<„ ® AY<n , d) = (A(yi, ... ,yH-\,yx, ... ,yn_x),d),    (A(yn,yn),d),

are semifree resolution of K as A(yi, ... ,yn-\)- and Ay„-modules respec-

tively.

Choosing those particular resolutions, it is straightforward to verify that the

diagram

Ext^K, N) ® Ext(Ay<„) ® Ext(Ay„)    ■ vm   > ExtAjr(8Ay<n(K, N ® AY<r¡) ® Ext(Ay„)

l®p c

ExtAA.(K,/V)®ExtAy(K,Ay)        -*—» Ex\AXS>AY{K,N®AY)

where Ext(AT<„) and Ext(Ay„) denote ExtAy<n(K, AT<„) and ExtAj,n(K, Ay„)
respectively, commutes.

By induction hypothesis, the top arrows and the two vertical arrows are iso-

morphisms. Hence,

r.ExtAX(K, A)® ExtAy(K, AT) % ExtAX0Ay(K, A® AT)

is an isomorphism.   D

4. A FINAL REMARK

Theorems A and B can be generalized as follows:

Let (A®AX,d) and (A®AY,d) be two KS-extensions of the 1-connected

CDGA A . Suppose that the projection, (A ® AX) ®A (A ® AT) = (A® AX ®

AT, d) -^ (AT, d), admits a section a: (AT, d) -» (A ® AX ® AY, d). Then
the map,

(1)       (A®AX,d)®(AY,d)^>(A®AX®AY,d),     <D ® ¥ h+ V. o'W)

is an isomorphism.

Then we define two functors (which depend on a !),

^-modules -^ A ® AT-modules,        N' = N®A (A® AY) = N® AY,

AT-modules -^ A ® AX ® AT-modules,        M" - (A ® AX) ® M

(M" with the structure of an (A ® AX ® AT)-module induced by the isomor-

phism (1)).
Both functors preserve semifree modules and quisms.   Then, given an A-

module A and a (AT, ijf)-module M, we can define a map

q>:Ex\A(A® AX, A)®ExtAy(M, AT) -» ExlA<g)AY(A ® AX ® M, A® AT)

by <p(2Z°lol8i]®lM) = I2Zolgi°fi"]-
Then, we have
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4.1. Theorem A'. Let A be an A-module and let M = M-r be a (AY, d)-

module of finite type for some r g Z. If H*(AY, d) is finite dimensional,

then

<p:ExtA(A®AX, A)®ExtAy(M, AT) => ExtA®AY(A ® AX ® M, A® AT)

is an isomorphism.

4.2. Theorem B'. Let N = N-r bean A-module for some r G Z. If the
KS-extension (A®AY,d) is intrinsic and Y is finite dimensional, then

q>: ExXA(A ® AX, A) ® ExtAy(K, AT) % EximAY(A ® AX, A ® AT)

is an isomorphism.

Proofs for those results are analogous to the ones of Theorems A and B.

Note. In the work Bass series of local ring homomorphisms of finite flat dimen-
sion, a preprint by L. L. Avramov, H. Foxby and J. Lescot, Theorem 4.1 seems

to be the analogue of Theorem A of this paper, in the environment of local

algebra.
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